What did you like most about this instructor and course?
- He tries to relate information to the students age, uses modern day references
- Very organized, lots of helpful self-study materials
- Nice professor
- Wrote good into the board
- Prof Yaya try to explain more easy so use many example
- Enthused and makes it easy to understand material
- It was very clear and well thought out
- The design of the class
- Fun
- Participation grade, quiz and how he does the tests
- I like the way he teaches and he is so kind when asked a question
- Well-organized lectures and clear pronunciation
- I had to study the past material for every exam and it was so helpful not to lose past concepts I have learned
- No surprises, what you see is what you get
- Made economics clear and easy to understand
- He gave good examples
- Clear notes
- The individual breakdown of topics
- Knowledge about material
- He knew what he was talking about
- I liked how he took his time to clearly present information
- Great Prof. organized and explains material well
- The information was presented in a very organized concise way
- He makes sense
- His examples
- The clarity of examples given
- The material was clearly presented
- Instructor knows a lot and seems to enjoy the topic

What did you dislike most about this instructor and course?
- That we can’t turn in the practice exams and practice “assignments” for some sort of credit
- Accent, complicated subjects
- Explained in a hard way to understand
- None
- The questions of exam too much, so sometimes shortage the time
- Not enough review
- Nothing
- The pace is a little quick
- None
- Only accumulation of exam
- So many quizzes in class
- None
- Pop quizzes
- Not many tests or opportunity for grades
- Confusing communication
- No homework, so it's hard to practice at home
- I dislike that all tests are cumulative and there are only three tests
- It was economics
- I am not a big fan of all the graphs
- Uses blackboard for everything
- That $\pi = \text{profit}$
- Just the subject
- Tests are cumulative
- The way the syllabus was divided in the aspect of points and there were only 3 exams
- The graphs could be confusing using one color of chalk
- The material can be boring

What constructive suggestions do you have for this instructor or course?
- I would be more likely to that the time to do the practice questions if we’d get 5-10 points for doing time. As a single mom my time is very limited
- Just work on accent
- Make test answers so they don’t all sound kind of right, no trick questions
- Include PowerPoint slides
- Give more change to get extra points
- Hard to read handwriting
- Perfect
- Go into more detail
- None
- Non-cumulative exam
- Nothing
- Less quizzes, more homework assignments
- Give homework
- Needs to apply a slight curve on exams
- N/A
- I would prefer slides and not the black board
- Maybe like slides or note packets for the economics classes
- $\pi \neq \text{profit}, \ Pr = \text{profit}$
- Tests should be separated
- Make bigger graphs multicolored

Additional Comments:
- You are an awesome Prof. thanks